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Abstract. Several young supernova remnants (SNRs) have recently been detected in the high- and
very-high energy gamma-ray domains, and the nature of this emission is still hotly debated. We have
studied the broadband nonthermal emission from one of these SNRs, namely RCW 86, by analyzing
∼40 months of Fermi/LAT data in the high-energy domain, and the archival X-ray data from several
instruments. The derived Fermi/LAT upper limits, together with the H.E.S.S. measurements, are
incompatible with a standard E−2

p hadronic emission arising from p-p interactions, and can only be
accommodated by a particle spectrum harder than E−1.8

p . In such hadronic scenario, the total energy
in hadrons ηCR = ECR/ESN is ∼ 0.07 d2

2.5/n̄cm−3 (with d2.5 ≡ d/2.5 kpc and n̄cm−3 ≡ n̄/1 cm−3),
and the average magnetic field B must be larger than 50 µG in order to significantly suppress any
leptonic contribution. On the other hand, the interpretation of the gamma-ray emission by inverse
Compton scattering reproduces the multi-wavelength data using a reasonable value for B of 15–25
µG. In this leptonic scenario, we derive a conservative upper limit to ηCR of 0.04 d2

2.5/n̄cm−3.

Keywords: Supernova remnants (individual: RCW 86), Astronomical observations: γ-ray
PACS: 98.38.Mz, 95.85.Pw

INTRODUCTION

Our understanding of CR acceleration in SNRs mainly relies on the so-called Diffusive
Shock Acceleration theory [see e.g. 14], commonly invoked to explain several obser-
vational lines of evidence for efficient particle acceleration at the SNR forward shocks
up to very-high energies. The observed broadband nonthermal emission of individual
SNRs offers new insights into the particle acceleration mechanisms at work, given the
large panel of multi-wavelength observations available nowadays towards many Galactic
SNRs. In particular, recent observations in the high-energy (HE; 0.1 < E < 100 GeV)
and very-high energy (VHE; E > 100 GeV) gamma-ray domains have raised several
questions and triggered numerous theoretical investigations [e.g. 23, 5], as shown by
the Fermi-LAT [1] and H.E.S.S. [2] observations towards RX J1713.7−3946 [8, 13].



RCW 86 [16] is a 42′-large Galactic SNR in the southern sky. Williams et al. [20]
have recently suggested that RCW 86 is likely the remnant of a type Ia SN whose off-
center explosion has occurred in a low-density cavity carved by the progenitor system
[see also 17]. This scenario would explain the young age (based on its connection with
AD 185), and the relatively large distance of RCW 86, which we scale in terms of
d2.5 ≡ d/(2.5 kpc) throughout the paper. The general outline of its nearly circular shell
is similar at many wavelengths, although significant fine-scale differences have been
reported [e.g. 15]. In particular, X-ray observations towards RCW 86 have revealed the
presence of both thermal and nonthermal emission, with distinct morphologies [e.g. 22].

Physical conditions vary greatly along the shell-like structure: slow shocks [∼ 600–
800 km s−1, see e.g. 9] and relatively high post-shock densities [∼ 1–2 cm−3, see 20]
have been measured in the Southwest (SW) and Northwest (NW) regions, while the
Northeast (NE) region exhibits much faster shocks [∼ 2700 km s−1 and 6000 ± 2800 km
s−1, see 18, 10] and low densities [∼ 0.1 cm−3, e.g. 21]. In this region, Helder et al. [10]
have recently argued that at least 50% of the total pressure is induced by CRs [see also
19]. This measurement, together with the detection of RCW 86 with H.E.S.S. in the VHE
domain [3], seem to point towards an efficient CR source. However, complementary HE
observations are needed in order to probe the nature of the gamma-ray emission.

DATA ANALYSIS

The LAT is a gamma-ray telescope that detects photons by conversion into electron-
positron pairs between 20 MeV and > 300 GeV, as described in Atwood et al. [4]. The
analysis used ∼40 months of data collected starting August 4, 2008, with the P7 V6
Instrument Response Functions. We first selected the so-called “Source” events with
energies greater than 0.1 GeV, and excluded those with zenith angles larger than 100◦ to
minimize contamination from secondary gamma-rays from the Earth’s atmosphere.

A spectral-spatial model containing diffuse and nearby point-like sources was pro-
duced [see 12, for details], and the parameters were obtained from a maximum like-
lihood fit to the data using gtlike. Based on this spectral-spatial model, we computed
the LAT Test Statistic (TS) map of the region containing RCW 86, whose contours are
shown in Figure 1. No significant excess is evident in the skymap, apart from a faint
excess located near the NE shell of RCW 86, though with a TS of ∼ 12 (∼ 2.4 σ for
4 dof) under the assumption of a point-like source. To determine an upper limit on the
gamma-ray emission from RCW 86, we added an extended source consistent with the
H.E.S.S. observations. In the 0.1 – 1, 1 – 10, and 10 – 100 GeV energy bands, the like-
lihood ratio test indeed indicates TS < 25. For a fixed spectral index Γ = 2, we then
derived 99.9% CL upper limits (see Figure 2).

We have also re-analyzed the archival X-ray data from ASCA/GIS, XMM-
Newton/EPIC-MOS (see Figure 1, in green) and RXTE/PCA, to estimate the nonthermal
X-ray emission from the SNR. Details about the data analyses are presented in [12]. The
nonthermal spectrum from RCW 86 in the 0.5–25 keV band is shown in Figure 2, along
with other available multi-wavelength data, in the radio [e.g. 7] and VHE [3] domains.
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FIGURE 1. MOST (843 MHz, red) and XMM-Newton/MOS (2.5-4.5 keV, green) image of RCW 86,
with H.E.S.S. [solid lines, 3] and Fermi/LAT (dashed lines, TS at E > 1 GeV = 2-4-6) contours overlaid.

DISCUSSION

We aimed at constraining the magnetic field B and the total energy in particles respon-
sible for the nonthermal spectrum of RCW 86, ηe,p = Ee,p/ESN (ESN = 1051 erg). We
then modeled the π0-decay gamma-ray emission from p-p interactions [11], and the SC
and IC emissions from electrons [6]. The particle spectra were assumed to follow the
standard shape dNe/p/dEe/p ∝ Ee/p

−Γ × exp(-Ee/p/Emax,e/p). Since any 1-zone model
can not account for the morphological difference between radio and X-rays (see Figure
1), we considered two populations of radio- and X-ray-/γ-ray-emitting particles, in the
so-called leptonic and hadronic scenarios. For both scenarios, the radio emission is due
to SC from an electron population with Γ = 2.2, Emax,e ∼ 0.2 TeV and B > 10–25 µG,
ηe < (0.5–2.5) × 10−2 d2

2.5 [depending on the level of seed photons for the IC emission,
see 12], in order to mitigate the IC contribution to the total gamma-ray emission.

In the leptonic scenario, X-/gamma-ray emissions are accounted for with an electron
population with Γ = 2, Emax,e = 20–25 TeV, B = 15–25 µG and ηe = (2–4) × 10−4

d2
2.5. The estimated maximal energy injected into accelerated hadrons is then 4 × 1049

d2
2.5/n̄cm−3 erg. In the hadronic scenario, a reasonable fit to the multiwavelength data

is found by assuming B > 50 µG, and an electron spectrum with Γ = 1.8, Ebreak,e =
3 TeV (produced by SC cooling), Emax,e = 20 TeV and ηe ∼ 6 × 10−5 d2

2.5. The asso-
ciated hadron spectrum, responsible for the VHE emission observed with H.E.S.S. then
features Emax,p = 20 TeV and a total energy of 7 × 1049 d2

2.5/n̄cm−3 erg.
Our B-field estimates for the two scenarios fall within the range of previously reported
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FIGURE 2. Broadband spectral distribution of RCW 86 with the 2-zone leptonic (blue) and hadronic
(red) models. Synchrotron [SC], inverse Compton (IC, on CMB only) and π0-decay spectra are shown as
solid, dashed and dash-dotted lines, respectively [see 12]. The black dotted line shows the (excluded) case
of π0 emission from a E−2 hadron spectrum with ηp ∼ 0.15 d2

2.5/n̄cm−3 and Emax,p = 100 TeV.

estimates [see 12]. Regarding the CR energy content in RCW 86, our conservative upper
limit of 7 × 1049 d2

2.5/n̄cm−3 erg constrains the scenario where PCR ≥ 0.5 Ptot , as found
in the NE region [10], if this were to be applied to the other regions which exhibit higher
densities. However, the large uncertainties on the effective CR volume, among others,
prevents us from definitively concluding about the acceleration efficiency in RCW 86.
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